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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SELECTING THE MOST VULNERABLE AREAS TO ANALYZE // 3
• We break debt into three distinct segments and then analyze the top five most indebted of the
major countries for each
• Given its importance to global debt markets we have also included an analysis of the US for
each segment

NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATES // 4
• France and Japan flag as most vulnerable but there are deep differences between the two
• In Japan, although non-financial corporate debt is high even after decades of deleveraging,
extraordinary central bank policy has likely become permanent
• In France, even a 100bp rate shock would likely mean a meaningful reduction in corporate
spending and investment

HOUSEHOLD DEBT // 8
• Canada and France flag as most vulnerable, but are starting from very different bases
• A large household debt burden in Canada and a high sensitivity of French consumers to
changes in interest rates mean both would be severely impacted by a 200bp rate shock
• US consumer debt could prove more resilient, especially non-mortgage debt given
deleveraging during the pandemic

GENERAL GOVERNMENT DEBT // 10
• Italy and Spain flag as most vulnerable, both having a historical debt overhang from previous crises
• It’s unclear how either country can meaningfully reduce its vulnerability on its own
• Although US government debt appears sustainable for now, it is highly reliant on the Federal
Reserve absorbing government bond issuance

CONCLUSION // 11
• Although a number of eurozone countries flag as vulnerable, the issue of joint eurozone bonds
in response to the pandemic may be a step towards fiscal union and a long-term solution
• This could also allow the European Central Bank (ECB) to provide a similar level of support to
the Fed
• With France and Canada the most indebted across multiple segments, they are where our
concerns are greatest
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AS WE OUTLINE IN OUR PREVIOUS PAPER, THE AGE OF LOW YIELDS, OUR CENTRAL
SCENARIO IS THAT CENTRAL BANKS USE BOND PURCHASE PROGRAMS TO HOLD YIELDS
AT HISTORICALLY LOW LEVELS FOR A CONSIDERABLE PERIOD TO COME. BUT WHAT IF WE
ARE WRONG? WE ANALYZE THE IMPACT OF AN UNEXPECTED RISE IN INTEREST RATES ON
INTEREST PAYMENTS ACROSS MAJOR ECONOMIES. OUR AIM IS TO DETERMINE WHICH
ECONOMIES AND SEGMENTS OF DEBT WITHIN ECONOMIES ARE MOST VULNERABLE TO
RISING INTEREST RATES.
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SELECTING THE MOST VULNERABLE AREAS
TO ANALYZE
In order to assess the sustainability of debt across different
countries we broke it into three distinct segments; non-financial
corporates, household debt and general government debt. For
each segment we took the top five most indebted of the major
countries, as they should theoretically be the most vulnerable,
and, given its size and importance in global debt markets, we
included the US. We then stress-tested each segment for four
scenarios, the first based on the path suggested by forward
curves, and the others are based on a uniform upward shift in
yield curves of 100bp, 200bp and 300bp above this path.

To ensure consistency in methodology across countries we
sourced debt-to-GDP data and interest rate type from the Bank for
International Settlements, with government maturity profiles and
average coupons sourced from Bloomberg. Average interest
rates, disposable income, and other data is taken from various
government agencies and all interest rates and forwards rates
are as of April 23, 2021.
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NON-FINANCIAL
CORPORATES
Future interest rates
Debt to GDP
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Match forward rate
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n Sustainable
n Some retrenchment in employment and investment
n Significant retrenchment in employment and investment		
n Forced de-leveraging and/or defaults

MOST VULNERABLE

FRANCE AND JAPAN:
IN THEORY SIMILAR, BUT IN REALITY, VERY DIFFERENT

At first glance, comparing interest to GDP at least (see Figures 2 and 3), both French and Japanese non-financial corporates appear to show
a very similar story. In both countries, the interest payments of non-financial corporates as a proportion of GDP has trended lower for many
years. However, deeper investigation reveals significant differences.
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Figure 2: France non-financial corp interest payments/GDP2
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The effective interest rate in Japan has been in a
100bp range since 2002, with very little volatility
in Japanese interest rates for decades.
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Japanese corporates have been deleveraging for decades
Japanese non-financial corporate debt to GDP is among the highest in the world, but it has
followed a unique pattern – Japan is the only country to have a non-financial corporate
sector with debt to GDP lower today than in 1997. Corporations steadily de-levered in the
late 1990s and early 2000s as the nation slowly worked through its banking crisis and
interest to GDP has declined as a result of this deleveraging process rather than as a result
of declining interest rates. The effective interest rate in Japan has been in a 100bp range
since 2002, with very little volatility in Japanese interest rates for decades and the Bank of
Japan explicitly controlling the yield curve.
With around 35% of Japanese non-financial corporate debt floating rate, a 100bp rate shock
would raise interest payments to GDP back to levels last seen in 2011 and a 200bp rate
shock would take interest payments to GDP back to the highest levels since 2001 – both of
which would have significant consequences for corporates. However, the probability of
either scenario occurring seems low with ‘extraordinary’ policy in Japan having lasted for so
long that it appears to now be permanent.

French corporates have been steadily increasing leverage
In France, non-financial corporates increased debt relative to GDP in a nearly linear fashion
from 1998 to 2019 with COVID-19 causing a spike as companies increased borrowing and
GDP contracted. This took French non-financial corporate debt to GDP to 170%, amongst the
highest in the world. However, as shown in Figure 2, despite this increase in debt, interest
payments as a proportion of GDP steadily declined as the ECB reduced interest rates.
We would also note that France's non-financial corporate debt may be inflated by the
country's large multinational corporates. Many of these companies rely on French markets
for funding, and then lend the proceeds to foreign subsidiaries via intercompany loans.
Although we are focusing on debt it is important to remember that in some cases there can
be significant assets counterbalancing those debts, in the form of overseas assets, although
if those overseas assets underperform, the domestic company still owes the debt and may
even be required to provide additional funding.
With around 45% of French non-financial corporate debt floating rate, a 100bp rate shock
would raise interest to GDP back to levels seen in the global financial crisis and a 200bp rate
shock would take interest to GDP to levels which would be comparable to previous default
cycles. Of course, this would assume a parallel shift in the yield curve and given the large
floating rate element of non-financial corporate debt that would require the ECB to raise
interest rates to the same extent as the rise in longer maturity yields. For each 100bp
increase in rates, we estimate that corporate income would decline by around 15%, so even
a 100bp increase would require a meaningful reduction in spending and investment.
Although central bank policy is less entrenched than in Japan, this does highlight how
difficult a genuine unwind of the ECB’s extraordinary policy will be.
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WITH THE LARGEST CORPORATE DEBT MARKET, THE US DESERVES
SPECIAL ATTENTION
The US corporate sector reacted to the decline in interest rates post the global financial
crisis by increasing leverage, with non-financial debt as a share of GDP at an all-time high of
over 80% after an additional surge in borrowing during the coronavirus crisis. Debt to net
income is also historically elevated at 13 times, comparable to peaks experienced during
the recessions of 2001 and 2009.
However, the decline in interest rates from over 10% in 1980 to 2.6% today has largely offset
the increase in overall debt levels (see Figure 4). Corporate interest payments account for
around 2.2% of GDP, a level similar to 1970 when non-financial corporate debt to GDP was
roughly half of today’s levels. In other words, low interest rates have made the corporate
sector’s enlarged debt balance very serviceable by historical standards.
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Figure 4: Declining interest rates have offset higher debt levels4
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ANALYZING THE IMPACT ON US PUBLICLY TRADED CORPORATE DEBT
To stress test US corporate debt sustainability, we based our scenarios on publicly traded
corporate debt markets. To ensure that these scenarios are conservative in nature we have
used the 10-year Treasury forward rate, plus a 125bp credit spread (versus a spread of 91bp
for the Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Index at the end of March 20215). We assumed
$500 billion of net issuance in 2021 and 2022 and $750 billion per annum thereafter.
If our growth forecast for 2021 and 2022 are correct6, with nominal growth of 4.5%
thereafter, then we would expect non-financial corporate debt to GDP to actually decline to
75% by 2025 based on forward rates, a similar level to that seen before the coronavirus
crisis. A rise in rates beyond 100bp would likely force corporate retrenching as they
reallocate spending to cover the additional interest burden. If rates were to continue to rise
beyond that, servicing debt would likely become problematic for more issuers, potentially
leading to a period of sharper deleveraging and a default cycle. A 300bp rate shock would
take US corporate interest payments to GDP back to the levels seen before the global
financial crisis, and debt servicing costs would rise from 32% of net income to roughly 50%.

Source: Insight and Bloomberg. Data as of April 30, 2021.
Source: Bloomberg. As of March 31, 2021.
6
Insight expects US GDP to grow by 6.4% in 2021 and 4.4% in 2022 as of April 30, 2021.
4
5
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SOME SECTORS WOULD LIKELY BE MORE VULNERABLE THAN OTHERS
Oil and gas: Primarily vulnerable to secondary effects on revenue rather than
from higher interest costs on debt. Any interest rate shock would be expected
to reduce the level of economic activity, causing demand destruction and
pushing oil prices lower. The larger the interest rate shock, the larger the likely
impact on demand.
Autos: There are various factors which should insulate the sector from an
interest rate shock. For consumers, auto sales are less sensitive to borrowing
costs than to consumer confidence and employment; for corporates, an aging
fleet, with an average vehicle age of over 11 years, should underpin
replacement demand. These factors should support demand other than in a
severe scenario. Major US producers also have a positive net cash position with
limited refinancing needs before 2023.
Metals and mining: US issuers are mostly exposed to steel and aluminum
prices, which in turn are heavily exposed to demand from the auto and
construction industries. If auto demand is resilient as expected, that should
help insulate this sector from an upward move in rates. However, the US steel
industry has increased leverage to add capacity and undertake acquisitions.
This leaves the sector vulnerable to a scenario where interest rates are rising
but demand is not growing sufficiently to counterbalance this. Partially
offsetting this is the fact that issuers, especially those carrying more leverage,
have been proactive in extending the maturities of their debt.
Utilities and midstream: Rising rates would have a negative impact on the
utility and midstream sectors. Both industries are capital intensive, with
significant ongoing investment needs, and rely significant on debt financing.
Rising interest rates could reduce the economics and attractiveness of potential
projects. The larger the interest rate shock, the greater the impact.
Healthcare: Given relatively low leverage levels and non-cyclical demand
patterns, we do not expect the sector to show any meaningful sensitivity
towards rising interest rates.
Technology: Given low leverage, the sector is most at risk from the economic
risk of higher rates than rising funding levels themselves. Firms providing more
discretionary goods and services could see slower revenue growth if higher
rates cause businesses and consumers to slow spending. This headwind should
prove manageable.
Consumer sectors: We expect consumer staples to have a limited impact from
higher interest rates given noncyclical demand patterns, and most firms have
also proven able to pass on higher input costs over the past three years.
Indeed, the bigger impact may come from those firms that benefitted from
higher COVID-related demand seeing demand revert back towards the levels
seen before the pandemic. Conversely, the consumer discretionary sector
would likely see sales begin to flag under the +200bp and +300bp scenarios as
consumers pull back from discretionary purchases to fund higher interest
costs, pressuring cash flow and more levered credits.
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HOUSEHOLD
DEBT
Future interest rates
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n Some retrenchment in employment and investment
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n Forced de-leveraging and/or defaults

MOST VULNERABLE

CANADA AND FRANCE:
STARTING FROM DIFFERENT BASES

Canadian households have steadily increased their debt for the past 25 years, especially during the real estate boom in the 2000s. Stiffer
macroprudential policy steadied household debt to GDP just above 100% before the coronavirus crisis, but the contraction in GDP and an
increase in home purchases following the cut in interest rates has caused debt to GDP to hit a new record of over 110%. In France,
households steadily increased leverage since joining the eurozone in the late 1990s, but the rate of increase slowed after the global
financial crisis.
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Figure 5: Canada household interest payments/disp income7
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Canadian households increased their debts after the global financial crisis
The large debt burden of Canadian households, prevalence of floating rate debt and use of 5-year fixed rate mortgages, means that they
have significantly higher interest rate sensitivity than in many other countries. A 200bp rate shock would take household interest payments
as a share of disposable income to 2% above the previous peak seen in 2019. This suggests that Canada’s household sector would begin to
feel noticeable strain if rates rise just 100bp beyond the forwards. In a scenario where the shock was 200bp or more, interest payments
would move to levels consistent with past recessions.

7, 8
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Source: Insight and Bloomberg. Data as of April 23, 2021.

In France, more modest household debt is counterbalanced by higher sensitivity to rate
changes
In France, the effective borrowing cost on household debt has been steadily declining since the global
financial crisis as the ECB has failed to meaningfully tighten monetary policy. Household debt has
increased against this backdrop, but at 67% of GDP is significantly lower than in Canada. A 100bp rate
shock would return household interest payments to disposable income to its 2011 peak, but this is
largely indicative of the extent to which low yields have become entrenched in the French economy
over the previous decade. In GDP terms the increase would be relatively low at around 0.5% of GDP,
making French household debt appear quite sustainable.
However, household spending in France exhibits a higher beta to changes in interest rates than in other
countries. Even a 100bp rise is therefore likely to have a material impact on consumption, with a 200bp
rate increase consistent with a pullback in consumption generally seen during recessions. This makes
France more vulnerable to a rate shock than the level of household debt alone would suggest.

US CONSUMER CREDIT COULD PROVE MORE RESILIENT
Given the makeup of US household debt, we believe it useful to break it down into two sections, the
first focusing on mortgage debt and the second on non-mortgage debt.

US mortgage debt has low sensitivity to rate changes
US mortgage markets are dominated by 30-year fixed rate mortgages and mortgage debt has a very
low sensitivity to interest rates. If interest rates follow the path that forwards suggest, the average rate
would remain steady at 3.3% over the next five years. Even if rates rise 200bp, it would take five years
for the average rate on all mortgage debt to return to 2018 levels. At the same time, the average
interest rate on the existing stock of mortgage debt is very sustainable on a historical basis, having
declined from 12% in the early 1980s to 3.7% today.
A rate shock would, however, have an impact on new home affordability. An increase of 100bp or more
beyond the forwards would bring affordability metrics to levels previously seen before the global
financial crisis and a +300bp rate rise would make housing as unaffordable as the peak of the housing
bubble. Absent very rapid personal income growth, we would expect a rate shock of between 100bp
to 200bp to have a significant impact on house sales and prices, with meaningful economic
consequences.

US consumers deleveraged non-mortgage debt during the pandemic
Non-mortgage consumer credit reached an all-time high of 19% of GDP pre-COVID , but consumers
repaid over $100 billion of credit card debt during the pandemic. As with other sectors, average
interest rates have declined over the past forty years; however, the decline has been smaller. Nominal
interest rates declined by 7.8% from 1981 to 2019 for consumers versus a decline of around 13.5% for
the federal government. Nonetheless, the decline in consumer interest rates has more than offset the
increase in debt, taking interest payments to GDP and to disposable income back to levels seen during
the 1960s.
Assuming a constant spread for consumer lending rates versus Treasuries and given that consumers
have used lockdowns to reduce credit card borrowings by over $110 billion, interest costs to
disposable income would stay below the levels seen in early 2019 under all rate shock scenarios.
In early 2019, real personal consumption expenditures were rising a little over 2.2% on average, and
delinquencies were relatively low. As such a rise in interest rates over 200bp would likely be a modest
headwind for consumption but not create material default risk.
Given this, consumers should be able to sustain their debt load as well as consumption patterns if rates
follow the forwards or even rise 100bp. If they rise 200bp or more, the pace of consumption growth
would likely be curtailed, though debt servicing costs would not outpace recent norms to such a
degree that would make a significant wave of defaults likely.
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT
DEBT
Future interest rates
Debt to GDP
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n Sustainable
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n Significant retrenchment in employment and investment		
n Forced de-leveraging and/or defaults

MOST VULNERABLE

ITALY AND SPAIN:
HISTORICAL DEBT OVERHANG IS A PERSISTENT PROBLEM FOR BOTH

Debt to GDP rose significantly in both Italy and Spain during the European sovereign crisis, and this has been further exacerbated by the
coronavirus crisis. As economic activity bounces back in the coming years, debt to GDP should decline from its peak in both countries, but
remain above pre-COVID levels, leaving both countries vulnerable to an interest rate shock.
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Figure 7: Italy debt to GDP9
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Italy
Italy is more insulated in the short term, having a relatively manageable set of near-term maturities, and in general, maturing coupons are
higher than the forwards, allowing it to potentially refinance debt in an accretive fashion. While Italy’s debt load is second only to Japan,
sustaining this debt load is actually relatively affordable at current interest rates. Indeed, it should even be able to manage a 100bp rate
increase without too much difficulty. However, given past experience, a 200bp or greater rate shock would likely prove problematic and
strain the government’s resources.

Spain
In Spain, the country’s debt burden increased significantly during the coronavirus crisis, to 130% of GDP. Given this large debt load, interest
to GDP moves dramatically on any meaningful interest rate rise and a 200bp move above the forwards would take interest to GDP above
the 2013 to 2014 peak during the European debt crisis. While Spain can sustain itself if rates follow the forwards or rise an additional 100bp,
as the rate increase approaches 200bp, more severe stresses will likely present themselves.
9, 10
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Source: Insight and Bloomberg. Data as of April 23, 2021.

US SUSTAINABLY RELIES HEAVILY ON THE FED
In the US, the federal government’s debt burden has grown dramatically but a significant element of this has been absorbed by central
bank purchases, reducing the amount of debt owed and interest paid by the public. Over the past year, the Federal Reserve has increased
its holdings by $2.2 trillion to nearly $5 trillion. The Federal Reserve’s large holding of Treasuries helps to mitigate the federal government’s
high interest rate sensitivity, though it does not completely eliminate it. With the Federal Reserve owning around 20% of US Treasury
issuance, interest payments to GDP are nearly 1% lower than they otherwise would be in the 200bp interest rate shock scenario.
When assessing US debt sustainability, the question is whether it is appropriate to assume that the Fed will continue to support
government spending. Politicians may seek to install central bankers who more directly serve the needs of fiscal authorities rather than
embark on fiscal retrenchment to control debt levels or interest payments. Ignoring Federal Reserve holdings, an interest rate shock of
greater than 100bp would put significant stress on US interest payments to tax receipts (see Figure 9). Despite this, at least over the next
five years, it appears that the US has significant flexibility given its ability to raise taxes or continue to make heavy use of quantitative easing
even in a scenario where interest rates were to rise sharply.
Figure 9: US interest payments to tax receipts11
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CONCLUSION
When we embarked on this paper, our goal was to question what
would happen if we were wrong – what would happen if yields
moved higher to a significant degree, and where the vulnerabilities
would lie in such a scenario. If anything, we conclude even more
conscious of how deeply embedded the low interest rate regime
has become and how difficult it will be for central banks to unwind
this extraordinary policy.
In certain regions such as Japan, extraordinary policy has arguably
become permanent. In others, the economic consequences of a
meaningful rise in yields would in itself be likely to necessitate
further stimulus, with quantitative easing programs an important
tool that central banks could utilise to maintain control over longer
maturity yields.

addressed by those individual countries alone. However, during
the pandemic the European Commission launched an innovative
stimulus package, a significant portion of which is to be financed
via the issuance of joint eurozone bonds. This may be the start
of greater fiscal union, which would ultimately lead to a more
sustainable future for the eurozone as a whole.
Ultimately, a nation with multiple highly levered sectors is likely
more exposed to rising interest rates than a nation with just one
highly levered sector as this limits the ability of one sector to
transfer its debt burden to another (as happened to Spanish
household and government debt over the past decade). With this
in mind, we would have greater concern about the debt
sustainability of France and Canada than Italy, Spain or Japan.

In the eurozone, the historical debt overhang in countries such as
Italy and Spain is a persistent problem that arguably can’t be
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